Dynamic programming algorithms are presented for automated generation of length minimizing geodesics and curves of extremal curvature on the neocortex of the macaque and the Visible Human. Probabilistic models of curve variation are constructed in terms of the variability in speed, curvature and torsion in the Frenet representation.
Introduction
The most striking gross morphological features of the cerebral hemisphere in mammals are the diverse and complex arrangement of the sulcal ssures visible throughout the cortical surface of a mammalian brain. Modern whole brain cryosection imaging provides high resolution data required for study of such anatomical features of cortex 8, 9] with major sulci and gyri now being catalogued in human atlases 5, 6] . Computational metrics de ned by cortical geometry such as geodesic length is drawing the attention of the neuroscience community in terms of the role of wiring length in the general layout of the nervous system 7] . Despite their anatomic and functional signi cance, the gyri, sulci and many stable cortical pathways consistently appearing in all normal anatomies exhibit pronounced variability in size and con guration 19] . Methods are beginning to appear for characterizing their variation 18] . A quantitative study of such anatomical features on cortical surfaces requires developing mathematical models for characterizing their shape and geometry. In this paper we provide methods for de ning extremal curves on triangulated graphs via dynamic programming and constructing probability laws for characterizing their shape and variability. Our starting point is the construction of a twice di erentiable representation of the neocortical surface de ned at the interface of gray and white matter supporting tangent, curvature, and torsion calculations.
The cortical surface M is constructed from a triangulated graph placed at the interface of the white and gray matter neocortex. Following 10, 11] , for each point p 2 M, the surface is expressed as the graph of the function z(x; y) = f(x; y), such that it is locally quadratically approximated by f(p) = f x (p) = f y (p) = 0, with f(x; y) = The surface consists of 15,000 triangles, with each neighborhood of size 8-12 neighbors.
The analytic representation of the local quadratic patch was used to compute the mean curvature which is depicted via the intensity scale. Brightly lit areas correspond to areas of high curvature (valleys) and dark regions are areas of negative curvature (ridges). We take an alternate approach based on dynamic programming for tracking optimal trajectories on surfaces similar to that done in boundary and artery tracking 3, 4] . The problem of tracking such curves is posed as a control/optimization problem. We search for curves that pass through regions of highest maximal curvature joinng the prespeci ed start and end points (s; t) in the surface. For noise immunity, instead of nding the extremum of principal curvature using higher derivatives of curvature, we de ne a sequentially additive energy associated with candidate curves and use dynamic programming for its minimization. To apply dynamic programming, we de ne the cost to be R (s;t) ( max (x) ? K) 2 dx, with K assigned the largest maximal curvature on the surface, and minimize over all such paths on the triangulated graph representation of the surface.
It is shown in the Visible Human cortex that such dynamic programming generated curves agree with those generated by hand generation via an anatomist. For characterizing sulcal variability we construct a statistical model induced by the Frenet representation of curves.
The parameters of the model are empirically estimated from the anatomical data.
Dynamic Programming for Computing Geodesics
Two of the most important neocortical curves are length minimizing geodesic curves and the curves determined by the sulcal ssures. For identifying these dynamic programming is used adapted to optimization on triangulated surfaces.
Dynamic programming. For a rigorous treatment on dynamic programming see 1].
Given a nite state space S of size kSk = N and a graph representing the possible transitions between states, the basic problem is to compute optimal shortest paths between the speci ed initial states s and the nal state t. Assuming that the optimal path has no more that K nodes, the total number of paths of length K between points s and t are of the order N K . If the cost is additive over the length of the path, dynamic programming reduces the complexity of the search algorithm to order of KN 2 . Let c k (x k ; x k+1 ) denote the cost incurred for the transition from state x k 2 S to x k+1 2 S at each time k. The objective is to select the path which minimizes the expected cost J (x 0 ) = P k=N?1 k=0 c k (x k ; x k+1 ), with the path identi ed with the sequence of arcs (s = j 1 ; j 2 ); (j 2 ; j 3 ); : : :; (j N?1 ; j N = t), from the initial node s of the path to the terminal node t. Suppression of k dependence in c(i; j) means the cost is independent of time. We shall assume the graph has no negative arc lengths, so that c(i; j) > 0, and arcs of in nite cost c(i; j) = 1 signify that there is no arc from node i to node j. An optimal path need not have more than N arcs ( number of nodes in the graph) and hence take no more than N moves. We formulate the problem as one of nding the optimal path in exactly N moves. We allow degenerate moves from a node i to itself with cost c(i; i) = 0. The degenerate moves signify that the length of the path may be less than N.
Theorem 1 Denoting the optimal cost for getting from node i to node t in (N ?k) moves as J k (i); i 2 S, k = 0; 1; ; N ? 1, then the optimal N-length path J 0 (i) from i to t is given by the nal step of the following algorithm, with J N?1 (i) = c N?1 (i; t), and J k (i) = min j=1; ;N fc k (i; j) + J k+1 (j)g; k = 0; 1; ; N ? 2 ; i 2 S. For s and t nodes on the triangulated surface M, consider the collection of all paths (s; t) 2 P s;t (M) connecting (s; t) , and de ne the discrete geodesiĉ
Given a curve passing through some point on the graph, the curve must pass through one of it neighbors (analogous to being in the tangent space for the continuum representation). This special structure of the triangulated graph allows for the pruning of the state space at each discrete time thereby reducing the complexity of the algorithm. Instead of searching over the whole state space S at time k, examine the restricted state space S k S of points in the platelet which terminates at point t in at most N ? k moves. Corollary 1 De ne the state spaces and costs functions S N?1 = fiji 2 P t g, S k = fiji 2 P j ; j 2 S k+1 g, c k (i; j) = d(i; j), j 2 P i with c k (i; j) = 1 for j 6 2 P i , with Q.E.D
The above algorithm 1 produces the shortest curve between points on the triangulated graph M. We note that since the curve is constrained to the lattice points of the graph, the computed shortest path may be di erent from the true geodesic. For dealing with this issue, the search for the shortest path is extended to the edges of the triangles by dividing the edges of the triangle into equal parts. To each original site x i , assign as its neighbors all the sites which sit on the edges opposite to x i in triangles which have x i as a vertex.
To the new set of sites which belong to the triangle edges, assign as neighbors, all sites lying on the four opposite edges to that edge thus creating new neighborhoods for each point. As re nement increases the discrete geodesic^ approximates the true geodesic ?
arbitrarily closely. This is examined in detail in Khaneja 13] . 
C C C C C A :
For the prior distribution, associate the potential energy with the mean lengths, curvatures, and torsions l; ; with the N-length paths assuming the simplest model of constant inverse variabilities ; ; across the entire fundus:
To synthesize the fundus curves the random process fl k ; k ; k ; k = 1; ; Ng is generated to be Gaussian, with the discretized Frenet equations solved sequentially. Suitable is a weight determining the relative contribution of each term, and we are using the corrected trapezoid rule for the integration. Dynamic programming maximizes over the space of curves (s; t) 2 P s;t (M). Corollary 2 Given s and t the start and end point of the curves (s; t) 2 P s;t (M), then the algorithm 1 with the cost for transition c k (i; j) = 1; j 6 2 P i and for j 2 P i ,
produces the maximum aposteriori estimator of Eqn. 6,^ (s; t) f 2 P s;t (M) j H( ) = 
